The shadowing lemma provides an alternative means of characterizing global errors. In this paper we study the shadowing properties of lattice maps, typically discretizations of partial di erential equations. Theoretical results are presented that emphasize the relationship between exponential dichotomy and the shadowing property. A simple algorithm for determining the shadowing distance numerically is applied to the logistic map, the Henon map, a discretization of Burgers' equation and a discretization of the Korteweg-de Vries equation.
Introduction
Modeling of physical phenomena in space-time is important in the study of nonlinear behavior. Lattice maps and lattice ODEs have been proposed as models in gas dynamics, uid dynamics, solid-state physics, optics, chemical reaction with di usion, and biology. Lattice maps that correspond to Navier-Stokes equations have been proposed in Ka] . These maps allow for convective coupling, di usion-type spatial average, and cut o for high velocity. A lattice ODE has been proposed in CdFH] that is the discrete counterpart of the continuum model known as the Cahn-Hilliard equation. This lattice ODE is a solid-solution model for inhomogeneous systems based on a correction to Fick's second law for chemical di usion. The Navier-Stokes and Cahn-Hilliard equations are characteristic of partial di erential equations whose discretization exhibit nearest neighbor type interactions. In this paper we consider the time evolution of one-dimensional lattice maps of the form x n+1 (i) = f n (x n (i + k); :::; x n (i); :::; x n (i ? k)) with appropriate boundary conditions.
The errors associated with computing orbits of lattice maps are due to round o error as opposed to discretization error. A small local error may multiply and incur a large global error so that the computed 1 This work was supported in part by a grant from Darpa/NIST. 2 The work of S.N.C. was supported in part under NSF Grant #DMS-9005420. 3 The work of E.S.V.V. was supported in part under NSERC Grant #OGP0121873. orbit corresponds to an extraneous or ghost solution. It is important to determine if the computed solution is a spurious solution or if it corresponds to some true solution that could be computed given an in nite precision computer. It is possible that the computed orbit is uniformly \close" to some true orbit with slightly di erent initial data. To determine if the computed orbit corresponds to a true orbit we employ the concept of shadowing.
Shadowing is a technique for providing a qualitative global error analysis of computer generated orbits.
If every -pseudo orbit x = fx n g T 0 of a sequence of maps ff n g T?1 0 has a true orbit y = fy n g T 0 with jjx?yjj for some > 0; then ff n g T?1 0 is said to have the -shadowing property; i.e. given an orbit x generated by a sequence of maps with a local error uniformly less then ; then the sequence of maps is said to have the -shadowing property, if there exists an orbit y generated by the same sequence of maps uniformly \close" to x: Shadowing has been applied to nding the distance from a computed orbit to some true orbit for explicitly de ned maps in one, two, and three dimensions (see CP1,2] and HYG1, 2] is a streamline di usion method to a model problem for compressible uid ow. For Burgers' equation we consider functions such that a(x; t) > 0; and b(x; t) < 0: The Korteweg-de Vries equation is a third-order nonlinear equation v t = a(x; t)v xxx + b(x; t)vv x (0:2) rst encountered in the study of water waves with a(x; t) < 0 and b(x; t) > 0:
This paper is organized as follows. In section 1 a proof of the shadowing lemma is presented. Section 2 contains a perturbation theorem for exponential dichotomy and some applications to lattice maps and is independent of what follows in sections 3-5. An introduction to iterative boundary value problems with separated boundary conditions and a solution method via decoupling using the QR decomposition is presented in section 3. Section 4 contains an algorithm for nding the shadowing distance ; and in section 5 numerical results are presented. Section 6 contains our conclusions, and sections 7-9 contain a review of error analysis for standard vector/matrix operations, the computation of orbits and jacobians, and the QR decomposition, respectively. To nd the shadowing distance we must determine jjDF(x) y jj: If, for each n; J n = Df n (x n ) is invertible, then the linear di erence equation u n+1 = J n u n is said to have an exponential dichotomy if there exist projection-valued functions P n and constants, K 1, 1 > 0; such that P n+1 J n = J n P n ; 8n; jj( n?1 J m )P m jj K 2
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. Exponential Dichotomy and Lattice Maps
In this section we consider lattice maps that occur as discretizations of (0.1) or (0.2). Given a lattice map that has exponential dichotomy with either a(x; t) = 0 or b(x; t) = 0 the results in this section can be used to determine bounds on the coe cients b(x; t) or a(x; t), respectively, such that the perturbed system has exponential dichotomy. The results in this section are similar to arguments used in CLP1] to prove the shadowing lemma.
The following is a perturbation theorem for exponential dichotomy in linear di erence equations (see also Proposition 1, Co, pg.42]). .2) with appropriate boundary conditions. In particular, to to uniform central di erence in space/Forward Euler in time discretizations when a(x; t) a(t) is slowly varying (see Proposition 1 Co, pg. 50]) and jb(x; t)j is su ciently small for all x; t.
We now consider a di erence equation of the form
where fA n g 1 0 is a sequence of N N matrices.
A set S 2 IR N is said to be a hyperbolic invariant set for the sequence of fh n g 1
(ii) for all x 0 2 S the variation equation u n+1 = Dh n (x n )u n (2:2) has exponential dichotomy with both the constants K; and the rank of the projection P n (x 0 ) independent of x 0 . The following theorem is an application of the Perturbation Theorem when the terms corresponding to the nonlinearity have exponential dichotomy. It applies to discretizations of (0.1) and (0.2) for appropriately chosen b(x; t) and ja(x; t)j su ciently small for all x; t. Theorem 2.3: Assume that the linear di erence equation (2.2) has exponential dichotomy with constants K; and suppose jjJ n jj L;
and let > 0 be given. Suppose also that fh n (x)g 1 0 and fDh n (x)g 1 0 are bounded and uniformly continuous in a closed -neighborhood O of the hyperbolic invariant set S: Then there exists a constant > 0 depending on K; ; L; fh n g 1 0 such that for jjA n jj the linear di erence equation u n+1 = A n J n u n + Dh n (y n )u n Dg n (y n )u n (2:3)
has an exponential dichotomy with constants 2K where P 0 is the projection associated with the exponential dichotomy of the di erence equation. Once the boundary conditions are determined all that remains is to solve the (IBVP).
To solve the (IBVP) we perform decoupling transformations. In this paper we consider decoupling transformations based on the QR decomposition. To decouple the (IBVP) the decoupling transformations must satisfy the discrete Lyapunov equation S n+1 R n ? J n S n = 0 where S n is the n th decoupling transformation and R n is at least block upper triangular.
We perform the QR decomposition as follows:
Q n+1 R n = J n Q n ; n = 0; :::; T ? 1 where R n is upper triangular, Q 0 is given and the Q n are orthogonal. The QR decomposition is used for decoupling in the popular boundary value problem solver in MS]. The QR decomposition tends to order the spectrum of the upper triangular matrix along the diagonal. The corresponding decoupled IBVP is ( w n+1 = R n w n + h n C 0 w 0 = 0; C T w T = 0 where S n w n = u n and S n = Q n for all n.
Algorithm
To nd jjDF(x) y jj we nd the solution of a decoupled IBVP such that C 0 = 0 0 0 I p and C T = I q 0 0 0 where p + q = N.
To bound jjDF(x) y jj 1 we choose h j n 2 f+1; ?1g; where h j n is the j th component of the vector h n ; to maximize the norm of w; so that jjDF(x) y jj 1 = sup Remarks: (i) We have jjw n jj 1 jjw n jj 1 for all sequences fh n g with sup n jjh n jj 1 1 (see CVV2]).
(ii) We replace the inequality (1.5) with L Df > for some i; 1 i N (see Remark (ii) above), then we decrease the number of stable modes accordingly. Here we set jjw(i)jj = sup n jw(i) n j. The value used for can be either an a priori bound or the current computed bound for .
(iv) The algorithm presented here is similar to that presented in CP2] in that it combines the use of a discrete Gronwall's inequality and a xed point argument. The algorithm above is based upon the supremum norm as the local norm while the Euclidean norm was used in CP2]. The idea of determining the number of stable nodes dynamically appears to be new.
In summary our algorithm consists of the following steps.
1) Generate orbit, nd , determine the number of stable modes, compute jjwjj 1 and set c := N jjwjj 1 .
2) If L Df 1 2c
for := 2 c, then set the shadowing distance to . Up to now we have not discussed the numerical errors that can occur while computing the jacobian, J n ; decomposing the jacobian, and nding the next iterate of w (2) n and w (1) n by matrix vector multiplication and back substitution, respectively. Our philosophy is to correct at each iterate by increasing the magnitude of the components of w (2) n and w (1) n in accordance with the error estimates that appear in the appendices. The error bounds for computing the jacobian of the logistic map, the Henon map, and the discretizations of Burgers' equation, and Korteweg-de Vries equation can be found in Appendix 2. Bounds for decomposing the jacobians can be found in Appendix 3, while Appendix 1 contains an error analysis of standard vector/matrix operations. Bounds for are in Appendix 2.
Numerical Results
In this section numerical results are presented in which shadowing distances are obtained using the algorithm presented in section 4. The method is applied to the logistic map, the Henon map and discretizations of Burgers' equation, and the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Our numerical experiments were performed on a Silicon Graphics Indigo with machine precision M 2:2e ? 16. Example 1. The rst example we consider is the logistic map x n+1 = ax n (1 ? x n ):
In Tables 1 and 2 we compute with a = 3:8 and initial condition x 0 = 0:3 using 4-digit and 10-digit arithmetic and compare with exact computations done using rational numbers. .6913512585 .8464781103
Note that there is not an actual solution that stays \close" to the numerically computed solution if the same initial condition is used. This is a typical behavior for this parameter value because orbits are expanding; i.e. they have a positive Lyapunov exponent. In general a forward error interpretation is not possible for a mapping with an expanding component. Figure 1 illustrates the \sublinear" growth of the global shadowing error as a function of the number of iterates. To compute the shadowing distance note that for this example we may set L Df = 2 and use the bound on that appears the appendix. We have set s = 0 to obtain these results. Example 2. We consider now the Henon map x n+1 = f(x n ) f(x n (1); x n (2)) 1 + x n (2) ? ax 2 n (1) bx n (1) with the oating point representations of the standard parameter values a = 1:4 and b = 0:3: The parameter s is set to zero since the number of stable modes is one and the number of unstable modes is one. In this case any positive value of s will give the same results but will be computationally more expensive. For this example we set L Df = 2:8: Note in Figure 2 that the growth in the global shadowing error is \sublinear" for small n but becomes \superlinear" for n large with our algorithm. with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The parameter values for Burgers' equation satisfy a n (i) > 0 and b n (i) < 0: We discretize the initial data sin(2 x) + 1 2 sin( x) on the interval 0; 1]. We have L Df = sup n;i jb n (i)j for this example. Some typical results are summarized in Table 3 . To read Tables 3 and 4 note that \N" is the dimension of the problem, \T" is the number of iterates that were taken, \s" is the parameter introduced in Section 4, \p" is the number of stable modes as determined by the algorithm, \c" is a bound on jjDF(x) y jj 1 , and \ " is the computed value for the shadowing distance. In all of the these examples the local error was approximately 1:0 10 ?14 . Example 4. We consider the following discretization of the Korteweg-de Vries equation:
x n+1 (i) = x n (i)+a n (i)(x n (i + 2) ? 2x n (i + 1) + 2x n (i ? 1) ? x n (i ? 2)) +b n (i)(x 2 n (i + 1) ? x 2 n (i ? 1)) with a n (i) n < 0 and b n (i) > 0 and periodic boundary conditions. The soliton initial data ?2sech 2 (x + 10) discretized on the computational domain ?20; 20] is employed. We set L Df = sup n;i jb n (i)j and summarize our results in Table 4 . 6. Conclusions
In our algorithm we decoupled at each step, but this is not essential. The algorithms could have been performed by decoupling at every k th step. The problem with such an approach is that if k is large then the error from performing the matrix multiplications may be unmanageable, so k must be chosen carefully.
Other approaches for nding the norm of the right inverse are possible. One approach is to use the pseudo inverse as the right inverse. In this way there is no need to choose boundary conditions (i.e. determine the number of stable and unstable modes), but then nding an estimate of the norm of the pseudo inverse may be computationally expensive (see CVV2]). Another approach that does not appear to have been tried is to compute the dichotomy constants directly and then apply Lemma 1.2.
Perhaps more appropriate as discretizations for Burgers' equation and the KdV equation are the leap frog or upwinding scheme and the nondissipative implicit midpoint scheme, respectively. To determine the shadowing distance from actual solutions of the PDE or to solutions of a semidiscretization one must understand the error in our approximation of the norm of the right inverse of the mapping as compared with the norm of a right inverse that is de ned in terms of local solution operators of the PDE or semidiscretization (see CVV2] for results for the spatial discretization of a reaction di usion equation).
Appendix 1 -Error Analysis of Standard Operations
Here we state an analysis of rounding error for basic vector, matrix operations following Wilkinson ( Wi] To determine the error in computing the jacobian we consider again the 1-norm and denote the error in computing the n th jacobian, J n ; by E n . For the logistic map jjE n jj aj1 ? 2x n j(1 + M ) M while for the Henon map jjE n jj 2(1 + 2ajx n (1)j(1 + M )) M :
The error in computing the jacobian of the discrete Burgers' equation and the discrete Korteweg-de Vries equation is bounded by jjE n jj 3 maxf1; jja n jjg jjb n jj sup 
